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Abstract 



Research areas   
 
 
1. Augmented Reality 
2. Brand experience 
3. Natural User Interface 

Holographic + Gestures 
Commercial applications 



Project  

 
Gesture + Augmented Reality based 
Natural User Interface platform 
 
+ 

Hologram projection installation 



Gestures + Holographic projection 

Product customization	   
Engaging + immersive experience
Manipulate the “actual object”
 

 



Domains of Research	   

1. Gesture and full body based Natural User Interface 
2. Hologram projection + Augmented Reality 
3. Brand Experiece 



MIT 
media 
lab 

SixthSense 



Wearable gestural interface 
augments the physical world 
with digital information  

Use natural hand gestures to 
interact  
 
a pocket projector +  
a mirror and a camera 
= 
Mobile wearable device 



SixthSense bringing intangible, digital information out into the 
tangible world, allowing people to interact with this information 
via natural hand gestures. 

Enhance the realism of the interaction between human and 
digital contents.  



BUT: 
 
physical controller / wearable device / 
markers  
NOT natural 
exist a gap between virtual world and 
reality 
 
I want: 
 
Remove any physical controllers / 
markers or wearable devices  
immersive + engaging experience 
get rid of the gap  

 



Customize the car 
Online 
Screen based 
Mouse interaction 

 

Less immersive



Project Concept 
 
 
A gesture and Augmented Reality based platform  --- 
1. Without any physical controllers 
2. No wearable devices to wear  
3. Only use hand 
 
+ 
 
Hologram projection installation --- 
1. float in the air, looks like exist in reality 
2. Increase the realism, enhance user experience 

 
For some commercial scenarios such as new car promotion 
show scenario.  




Prototypes 



Functions 

1.  Directly use gestures to manipulate the car model such as rotate and zoom 

2.  Users can see every details of the car model and use gesture to click different 
details of it such as wheel, when click the wheel, it will play an introduction 
animation of the wheel. 

3.  Use gestures to customize their own cars, such as change different color, 
accessories of the car. 

4.  Users can use a mobile app to record and get the custom data and 
information that they customized through the gesture based platform, and 
send it to the car company, to customize the car for them, maintain the 
relationship between users and car dealers, when users leave the car show. 



Hologram projection 
prototype 
 



Light reflection & refraction principle 
Transparent screens 
Form as a specific pyramid 



Test 
Effect 



Production  
Schedule 



1. Keep refining the code, make the manipulation of the car more smoother and 
controllable.  
 
2. Keep working on the “click” and “customize” part, add more functions, make this 
platform be more functional and comprehensive. 
 
3. Do more tests with hologram projection and make a bigger hologram projection 
installation to combine with the gesture based platform. 
 
4. Refine the gestures, make them more natural and easier for users to use. 
 
5. Keep communicating with car dealers in China, to get the feedback from their 
perspectives, to make this platform more like a product, more fit the market. 
 
6. Make the app to assist this platform, let users could interact with the car on their mobile 
devices, get the custom data to send to the car company. 
 
7. Design the interface of the gesture based platform and the hologram projection 
installation, make it look like a product. 
 
8. Make the documentation of the process of this project and the final result. 
 
9. Prepare the project for exhibition. 
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To be continued	  
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